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Num’axes Canicalm  
Excel Dog Bark Collar  
4 Levels of Correction Modes 
 

Bark Detection Sensitivity 

Complete Waterproof Case 
Your Dog’s Bark Activation – Vibration 

 

You may also try our Num’axes  Canicalm Premium Dog Bark Collar dogs  
http://www.thedogline.com.au/buy/canicalm-premium-anti-bark-collar 

 

http://www.thedogline.com.au/buy/canicalm-excel-dog-bark-collar 

4 PROGRESSIVE STIMULATION MODES 

Depending on the level of training, the Canicalm Excel Dog Bark Collar may be adjusted to the level of 

temperament of your dog.  It uses beep and static stimulations for efficient training. There are 4 levels 

of modes to select in minimizing the nagging barks of your pets. Choose from, Beep sounds only, Beep 

sounds + Light stimulations for your sensitive dogs, Beep sounds + Progressive stimulation or Beep 

sounds + Strong Stimulation for difficult dogs.  

0-10 BARK DETECTION SENSITIVITY 

It detects and activates the stimulation from your dog’s vocal cord vibration depending on what level 

you had put the sensitivity on the collar. You can adjust the level of bark detection sensitivity from 0 to 

10 specifically on the how light or strong your dogs bark. 

WORRY-FREE BECAUSE IT’S WATER-FREE 

Perfectly made for outdoor activities like going out for swimming and even 

sudden heavy rains. You can be assured that the Num’axes Canicalm Excel 

Dog Bark collar will be safe and fully functional even submerged in water. 

SAFE MODE AUTO RESTART 

We value and protect the wellness of your dogs. That is why, this Canicalm 

Excel will shut down for 2 minutes and a light indicator will flash twice 

every 4 seconds before restarting by itself if the collar gets activated for 5 

times in quick succession for secured training for your pet. 

3 WAY BATTERY CONDITION MONITORING FUNCTION 

The Canicalm Excel Dog Bark Collar is powered with 3-V CR2 Li-Ion Battery. You can monitor the battery 

needs replacement by switching on the collar, 5 beeping sounds + light indicator flashing in red. Also 

while the collar is on, the light indicator flashes in red 5 times in every 5 seconds. Lastly, when you are 

turning off the collar, 5 beep sounds + light indicator flashes in red 5 times. 

PERFECT FIT ADJUSTABLE STRAP 

Canicalm Excel Anti Bark Collar has adjustable and washable strap that comfortably fits for your dogs. It 

has of 68cm and width of 18.5mm that is snug fit for the neck sizes from 17cm to 55cm that is safe to 

use in training your dog. 

MANUFACTURER’S 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

Num’axes covered the Canicalm Excel Dog Bark Collar for 2 years as a guarantee that this product would 

be the best for your pets. 
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